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ABSTRACT

Background Treatments for anxiety disorders are among the most effective in psychiatry. Yet, there is considerable room for improvement.

Aim In this paper, we discuss the value of ecological momentary assessment as a research method and clinical tool.

Methods We begin by describing ecological momentary assessment and its advantages, including the ability to collect ecologically valid information about mental disorders, in real time, in individual patients. We then illustrate the value of this approach for anxiety disorder treatment using two patients with panic disorder who completed ecological momentary assessments for 2 weeks before and after a cognitive-behavioral therapy intervention. We focus especially on two key pieces of information provided by ecological momentary assessment data: information about symptom dynamics and information about the relationships among symptoms as they unfold over time within individual patients.

Perspective Although considerable work is needed to further develop this methodology in the context of anxiety disorder treatment, we believe that these pieces of information may ultimately inform our understanding of how anxiety disorder treatments have their effect and how those treatments can be tailored to individual patients.

During the late 20th century, researchers adopting a cognitive-behavioral perspective developed a series of evidence-based treatments for generalized anxiety disorder, social anxiety disorder and panic disorder.\(^1\)\(^-\)\(^4\) The short-term outcomes of these treatments are among psychiatry’s biggest success stories. This is especially true for panic disorder. Just 50 years ago, recurrent panic attacks were viewed as a condition highly resistant to treatment.\(^5\) Today, treatments for panic disorder are among the most efficacious interventions in psychiatry. However, there is considerable room for improvement. Many patients fail to respond to treatments\(^6\)\(^-\)\(^7\) and relapse rates are troublingly high. Data from the Netherlands Study of Depression and Anxiety showed that after 2 years, 23.5% of remitters experienced a recurrence of their anxiety disorder.\(^8\) Data from the Harvard/Brown Anxiety Disorders Research Program showed that rates of recurrence over a 12-year period are even higher: 56% for panic disorder without agoraphobia, 39% for social phobia and 45% for generalized anxiety disorder.\(^9\) Perhaps even more troubling, there has been little innovation in the treatment of anxiety disorders in the last 30 years\(^6\) and there is little clarity about how these treatments can be improved.

In this paper, we suggest that collecting intensive time series data on individual patients using ecological momentary assessment (EMA) can provide a way forward by enriching our understanding of anxiety disorders and their treatments. Further, we argue that this methodology has the potential to guide the development of new interventions and, ultimately, move us towards a 'precision psychiatry' approach in which intensive time series data are used to tailor the treatment of anxiety disorders to individual patients. We begin by providing an overview of EMA and then illustrate two ways in which it can advance our understanding of anxiety disorder treatment: (1) by providing rich, ecologically valid information about the temporal dynamics of individual symptoms and how those dynamics change over treatment, and (2) by equipping researchers to examine the relationships among symptoms as they unfold over time in individual patients. We will illustrate these features using EMA data from two patients who received a cognitive-behavioral treatment for panic disorder.

OVERVIEW OF EMA

In 1942, Gordon Allport made a call to researchers to use daily life methods in the psychological sciences, stating: “acquaintance with particulars is the beginning of all
knowledge… psychology needs to concern itself with life as it is lived”. EMA is a methodology that aims to answer this call, emphasising the collection of data in daily life, often using repeated real-time data measurements in subjects’ natural environments. The term ‘EMA’ was formally introduced in 1994 by Stone and Shiffman and, in recent decades, EMA has become a widely applied method used to examine social, psychological and physiological processes. The purpose and application of EMA methodology can vary widely from examining the reliability of traditional self-reports to assessing outcomes in treatment trials and causal models, and there is a growing literature detailing why EMA should be used, how it can be used, and what EMA can tell us above and beyond traditional methods. EMA can also be delivered through a variety of methods (eg, written diaries, smartphone applications and wearable measurement devices) and can include random time sampling (ie, data collected at random time points over the course of a day) or event-based sampling (ie, data recorded when a certain condition is met, such as a subject experiencing a panic attack). However, the core feature of EMA data is that they aim “to capture life as it is lived”, thereby providing detailed ecologically valid data that can be used to examine how social, psychological and physiological processes naturally unfold over time.

EMA research has advantages beyond ecological validity. First, this type of data collection minimises retrospective bias. Subjects report on their current states, thereby minimising recall biases and focusing on those states with which the subject has the most direct access. Second, EMA data minimises selectivity when one is describing their experiences by asking a subject to report only on a very specific and very recent timeframe (ie, the last 5 min), thus eliminating the likelihood that the subject will have many experiences informing how they respond to the question. Finally, EMA data provides us with information that is less accessible with traditional methodological approaches, including rich information about processes as they unfold (eg, the rise and fall of anxiety throughout the day), information outside of what subjects would normally attend to (eg, avoidance behaviours) and information that subjects cannot report on their own (eg, psychophysiological arousal on wakening).

EXAMPLE OF PANIC DISORDER

In the remainder of this paper, we illustrate the value of EMA using the example of two patients who received cognitive-behavioural therapy for panic disorder. We will refer to these patients as Bob and Alice (names have been changed to protect patient confidentiality). Bob was in his 40s with primary panic disorder and comorbid agoraphobia. He exhibited a pre-treatment Panic Disorder Symptom Severity (PDSS) score of 21 and a Clinical Global Impression—Severity (CGI-S) score of 5, each indicating marked distress and impairment. After treatment, Bob’s PDSS score reduced to 5 and his CGI-S score reduced to 2, indicating he no longer met diagnostic criteria for panic disorder, but some symptoms remained. Alice was in her 20s with primary panic disorder with agoraphobia. She exhibited a pre-treatment PDSS score of 18, also corresponding to markedly ill, and a CGI-S score of 4, signifying more moderate distress and impairment than that reported by Bob. Over the course of treatment, Alice exhibited substantial reductions on the PDSS and CGI-S, scoring a 1 on both measures at post-treatment, indicating full remission of panic disorder.

For a minimum of 2 weeks before and after treatment, Alice and Bob completed EMA assessments five times per day between the hours of 9:00 and 21:00 on their smart phones (see online supplementary materials for more details). At each assessment point, they were asked about 20 different panic symptoms and rated their current experience of that symptom from 0 to 10. We grouped these symptoms into five categories: cognitive (eg, “I feel like I’m going crazy”), emotional (eg, feeling anxious or panicky), physical (eg, heart racing or feeling dizzy), avoidance behaviour (eg, not going somewhere for fear of having a panic attack) and escape behaviour (eg, leaving somewhere for fear you might have a panic attack). For the analyses presented here, we used the maximum value within each category at each assessment point, as many participants presented with only a specific subset of the symptoms within a given category.

SYMPTOM DYNAMICS

In the most traditional psychiatric assessments, researchers assess the presence or severity of symptoms over an extended period of time (eg, the past week) and sum those symptom severity reports to provide a ‘total score’ indexing disorder severity. In this approach, substantial information about the patient is lost. By focusing on ‘total scores’, we lose information about individual symptoms, often the very things we are intending to target in our treatments. Moreover, by relying on retrospective recall of a symptom’s severity over the past week, we obtain an assessment prone to error and bias, and we typically also limit our understanding to only one aspect of the symptom’s dynamics, such as its frequency (eg, the number of panic attacks in the past week) or its mean (eg, the average level of agoraphobic avoidance).

In contrast, EMA provides ecologically valid data that can be used to assess a range of indices regarding a symptom’s dynamics. Consider Alice’s ratings of panic-related cognitions before treatment (see figure 1). In a traditional self-report assessment, Alice must reflect on the full range of her panic-related thoughts over these 2 weeks and report the average level of this symptom, a process which is almost certainly highly prone to error. In contrast, in these EMA assessments, Alice needed only to report the extent to which she was having these thoughts in the minutes preceding the survey. Those EMA data can then be used to precisely calculate the mean of panic-related cognitions in the weeks prior to treatment. Perhaps even more importantly, these data allow us to go...
beyond looking at means alone. Indeed, the mean level of panic-related cognitions (M=1.72) is a poor summary of Alice’s experience prior to treatment, as she rarely reported that particular severity of cognition. Instead, she most commonly reported an absence of panic-related cognitions, punctuated by infrequent but intense experiences with such thoughts.

The symptom dynamics visualised in figure 1 can be quantified in several ways (see table 1). Researchers can calculate the within-person variance of the symptom over a given period of time, providing a richer understanding of the symptom than is provided by the mean alone. For example, Bob reports a comparable mean level of feelings of anxiety and panic as does Alice (M(SD)=3.59 (2.39) and 2.97 (1.63), respectively). However, Bob reports a variance (5.72) nearly twice that of Alice (2.65), immediately identifying Bob as having a very different experience with feelings of anxiety and panic than does Alice; a difference which may warrant a distinct approach in treatment.

Figure 1  Panic disorder symptom dynamics pre-treatment and post-treatment. This figure depicts Alice’s reports for panic-related cognitions and feelings of anxiety/panic at each assessment point before and after treatment. The red line represents the mean rating for the symptom over the time period. The blue lines represent the SD. Note: missing values were omitted from this figure.
be observed by examining traditional psychiatric assessments alone. Whereas Bob and Alice exhibited comparable scores on the PDSS that identified them as both being markedly ill, Bob exhibited significantly greater mean score, variance and instability for most symptoms in his EMA assessments, suggesting greater severity.

For both Alice and Bob, there were substantial reductions in within-person variance, MSSD and autocorrelation across symptoms from pre-treatment to post-treatment, suggesting a reduced amplitude of these experiences and greater stability over time (notably, reductions in MSSD did not coincide with increases in autocorrelation as one might suspect, likely due to a restricted range of symptoms at post-treatment). For example, from examining Alice’s cognitive symptoms from pre-treatment to post-treatment as depicted in figure 1, it is clear that it is not merely the mean of symptoms changing. Peaks of strong panic-related thoughts are less frequent and less severe, suggesting stably ameliorated symptoms by the end of treatment. Similarly, the observed reduction in Alice’s mean feelings of anxiety and panic is augmented by the observation that variability and MSSD have reduced as well.

### PATIENT-SPECIFIC RELATIONS AMONG SYMPTOMS

Another advantage of EMA data is that it can inform our understanding of how symptoms relate to one another over time. Historically, psychiatric research has viewed symptoms principally as indicators of an underlying disorder. However, researchers have recently argued that causal relations among the symptoms themselves may play an important role in the tendency for these symptoms to cohere as syndromes. For example, there are clear plausible causal relations among recurrent panic attacks, persistent worry or concern about those attacks, and avoidance of situations in which panic attacks may occur that may lead them to cohere as the syndrome we refer to as panic disorder. Indeed, cognitive-behavioural theories of panic disorder posit that causal relations among these symptoms contribute to their joint persistence over time (eg, avoidance maintains vulnerability to recurrent panic attacks).

From this perspective, mental disorders can be understood and studied as networks of mutually reinforcing symptoms, thereby shifting the focus of psychiatric research from identifying an underlying disorder to instead mapping the relationships among symptoms that contributes to its persistence over time. Although cross-sectional analyses can inform our understanding of such relationships, analyses based on EMA data have significant advantages in this regard. EMA data allow researchers to assess the relationships among symptoms where and when they occur: within the individual and in real time. This is critical because findings from cross-sectional analyses cannot be assumed to correspond to findings at the level of the individual patient except under very specific conditions that are rarely met in psychiatric

### Table 1  Panic disorder symptom dynamics from pre-treatment to post-treatment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Alice</th>
<th>Bob</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-treatment</td>
<td>Post-treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoidance behaviour</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>2.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>11.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSSD</td>
<td>3.06</td>
<td>14.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autocorrelation</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escape behaviour</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>12.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSSD</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>24.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autocorrelation</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panic-related cognitions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>4.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>7.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSSD</td>
<td>9.69</td>
<td>9.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autocorrelation</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feelings of anxiety/panic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>3.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>5.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSSD</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>6.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autocorrelation</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical symptoms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>4.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>4.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSSD</td>
<td>5.73</td>
<td>4.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autocorrelation</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MSSD, mean square of successive differences.

One can also calculate the mean square of successive differences (MSSD) in order to capture the tendency to change between successive assessment points. Whereas high variability could arise for a variety of reasons (eg, I week of relatively low scores, and a second with significantly elevated scores), MSSD more precisely captures instability from one time point to the next, with high MSSD indicating greater moment-to-moment change and lower MSSD indicating greater stability. Similarly, a symptom’s autocorrelation (ie, its correlation with itself over time) is an index of a symptom’s temporal dependency. As seen in table 1, Bob is quite distinct from Alice in the mean of most symptom scores and also in MSSD, especially for avoidance and escape behaviour. It is only for panic-related cognitions and physical sensations that Alice exhibited comparable instability from one time point to the next. Together, these indices at pre-treatment identify Bob as being more distinct from Alice than would
If you want to understand the relationships among symptoms as they unfold in individual patients, you must assess those relationships using intensive time-series data. Assessing these associations also allows researchers to examine individual differences in how symptoms relate to one another over time, thereby providing new information about how an anxiety disorder operates within an individual patient.

To illustrate this approach, we used a vector autoregressive modelling approach to examine the contemporaneous network of associations among symptoms for Alice and Bob at baseline and at post-treatment. As seen in figure 2, the structure of relationships among symptoms for Alice and Bob exhibit both similarities and differences. In both patients, physical sensations, panic-related cognitions and feelings of anxiety or panic are strongly related to one another. This finding, at least superficially, appears to align with what may be expected from the cognitive-behavioural theories of panic disorder, which posit causal relations among these symptoms. For Alice, there is also a strong association between escape and avoidance behaviour, a relationship that is not present in Bob’s network. Interestingly, there is reasonable consistency between the networks from pre-treatment to post-treatment for both patients, with the exception that Alice’s network no longer features a prominent association between escape and avoidance behaviour, attributable to the fact that she engaged in minimal escape or avoidance at post-treatment.

LIMITATIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS FOR MOVING FORWARD

Although there are numerous advantages to using an EMA methodological approach, there are, of course, also limitations. Perhaps most saliently, it is more time consuming than a single administration of a self-report questionnaire and more reliant on patients’ adherence. It is unclear whether the typical patient will be willing to complete the type of intensive EMA data collection that we have reported here. EMA research also introduces a host of new measurement issues that are not encountered in traditional psychiatric assessments (for an extended discussion, see Schwarz). For example, there is evidence suggesting that when respondents are repeatedly asked the same or similar questions by the same researcher, they will attempt to give different answers to avoid providing the same information multiple times and will also attempt to make use of the full breadth of the rating scale, thereby adding influences on the data beyond the thing being studied. Similarly, the findings from EMA research will strongly depend on the time frames being assessed, particularly the interval between assessments, suggesting that careful attention must be paid when designing an EMA survey protocol.

In addition, we believe it is important to note that, as an emerging area of research, the methods for collecting EMA data and the analytic tools that make use of these data are very much under development. For example, best practice standards for analysing and interpreting mental disorder symptom networks estimated from time-series data are not yet available. More fundamentally, it remains unclear whether symptom dynamics and intraindividual network analyses can indeed lead to better case conceptualisations or improved treatment. Accordingly, our promotion of these analyses here should not be regarded as a call to immediately implement these procedures into daily practice, but rather to highlight their potential and call for further research investigating these methods and their potential clinical utility. For further reading on how to develop and carry out research using EMA methods, please see, and for more information on intraindividual network analyses, please see.

PERSPECTIVES

As we have reviewed here, EMA provides data that are rich and ecologically valid. Moreover, these data can provide
new information about symptom dynamics and the relationships among symptoms as they unfold over time in individual patients; information that would be difficult or impossible to assess with traditional psychiatric assessments. Accordingly, we believe that EMA research has tremendous promise to inform the future of anxiety disorder treatment research. We believe it can do so in two critical ways. First, the data on symptom dynamics and intra-individual associations among symptoms have the potential to substantially inform our understanding of how treatments have their effect. We are especially interested in the use of these methods to investigate temporal sequencing of symptom reductions (e.g., reductions in avoidance that precede reductions in feelings of anxiety or panic) and to clarify the precise aspects of psychiatric disorders most affected by treatment (e.g., reducing the instability rather than the mean of panic-related physical sensations). Second, the rich information provided by EMA data paves the way towards better understanding our patients, providing information not only about their specific constellation of symptoms, but also the dynamics of those symptoms and the relationships among them. This information will allow us to investigate whether all patients who benefit from treatment benefit in the same way or if different patients experience gains in different symptoms; information that could ultimately inform a personalised treatment approach. Accordingly, it will be critical for researchers to continue determining the best way to collect, analyse and interpret data using this highly promising method.
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